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Summary: In this study we followed the effects of radiation on human uterin cervix HeLa S3 cells viability,
morphology and DNA structure 2’96 hours after treatment with 2’ 10 Gy from 60Co gamma radiation source.
Staining of cells with Annexin V-FITC and propidium iodide showed very low degree of radiation-induced apoptosis. The prevailing form of HeLa S3 cell death according to flow-cytometry, DNA fragmentation and fluorescent
microscopy, was necrosis. The gamma-radiation dose necessary to induce 50% of necrosis (termed DD50) was
twice higher compared to dose that induced 50% inhibition of cell proliferation (LD50). These in vitro data suggested, that the increase in radiation dose might eradicate tumour cells, rather than just control their proliferation
and growth.
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Introduction
One of the aims of radiotherapy is to efficiently
eradicate tumour cells with minimal deleterious effects
to the surrounding normal tissues and minimal consequent damage to the whole organism. Radiation induced effects in different tissues are highly dependent on
the particular cell's proliferative capacity (1). For example, rapidly dividing cells, such as intestinal crypt cells,
bone marrow cells and spermatogonia, die within several hours to several days post treatment with relatively low doses of x or g-radiation (0.5 ’ 2 Gy). This
form of cell death is frequently associated with cell
division, and is consequently termed mitotic or reproductive cell death (1). Further, not dividing or slowly
dividing cells such as lymphocytes, liver, muscle or
adult nerve cells die much faster, within a few hours to
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a day, after irradiation with higher (up to 10 Gy) radiation doses (2, 3). Their death is not associated with cell
division, and is referred to as the interphase death. It
is also found that the cultured mammalian cells usually die during the interphase after exposure to a large
dose of radiation (several ten Gy).
Recent developments in cytology and molecular
cell biology reveal the existence of two morphologically and biochemically different forms of cell death:
apoptosis and necrosis (4, 5). Apoptosis, which is also
called the controlled cell death, is an active process of
cellular destruction characterized by cell shrinkage,
chromatin aggregation with extensive genomic fragmentation, and nuclear pycnosis (2, 6, 7). In vivo
phagocytes normally sequester antigenically modified
apoptotic cells, preventing inflammation and damage
to the surrounding tissue. The other form of cell death,
necrosis, is characterized by passive cell swelling,
intense mitochondrial damage with rapid energy loss
and generalized disruption of internal homeostasis.
This swiftly leads to membrane lyses and the release of
intracellular constituents, which evoke an inflammatory reaction with local cellular infiltration, vascular damage, oedema, and injury to the surrounding tissue (4).
Both forms of cell death may be triggered by ionising
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radiation (8, 9). The relation between apoptosis and
necrosis, as defined by cytologists and the reproductive and interphase death, examined by radiation biologists, is not simple. For example, irradiated intestinal
crypt cells, thymocytes, lymphocytes and some carcinoma and lymphoid cell lines are susceptible to apoptosis. Apoptotic cells die in interphase, but can undergo secondary necrosis. The response to ionising radiation, depends on a number of factors such as the
stage of differentiation, mutations in specific genes
(such as p-53 and bcl-2) that will determine the ability
of the target cells to enter apoptosis (8, 10, 11). For
clinical purposes (i.e. erradiation of the tumour, but
prevention of undesired inflammatory sequelae, radiation sickness and fibrosis), it is useful to investigate
whether the cells of certain types are susceptible to
apoptosis or necrosis, as well as to determine the time
and dose dependence of the process.
In this paper we study 60Co gamma-radiation
induced cell death of HeLa S3 human uterine cervix
epitheloid carcinoma cells, which is one of the most
common gynaecological malignancies in the female
population. The form of radiation-induced cell death is
determined according to cytological, biochemical and
morphology criteria, as well as its time course and the
radiation dose that kills 50% of cells (DD50).
Material and Methods
Chemicals and Cell lines
Ham’s F-12 medium, foetal calf serum, glutamine, antibiotics and other cell supplies were obtained
from Sigma Aldrich Chemie GmbH, Germany. Cell
culture bottles and other sterile dishes were purchased
from Nunk, Danmark. Annexin V-FITC kit was obtained from Travigen Inc., Gaithersburg, MD, USA. Human uterine cervix epitheloid carcinoma cell line HeLa
S3 (CCL-2.2) was purchased from American Type
Culture Collection, Rockville, MD (12). Cells were
grown as monolayers in 25 cm2 culture bottles supplied with 5.5 mL of Ham's F-12 medium containing
15% foetal calf serum, 2 mmol/L glutamine, penicillin
(25 IU/mL) and streptomycin (25 mg/mL) at 37 °C
under 5% CO2 atmosphere.
Analysis of cell growth
For analysis of cell growth and spontaneous cell
death in culture, cells were seeded at a density of 16 ×
103 cells/cm2. Cell growth, viability and morphology
were followed for 8 consecutive days, by trypan blue
(TBE) assay. Cells were counted at 320× magnification using Neubauer haemocytometer and LeitzWetzlar Orthoplan microscope. The confluence was
reached on the 8th day at cca 170 × 103 cells/cm2.
Cell viability was determined as % of cells that excluded trypan blue stain.

Cell Irradiation
Cells (cca 105 per cm2) were irradiated with
gamma-rays from a 60Co source under the sterile conditions in the horizontal position at 37 °C. The irradiation dose was 2-, 5- or 10 Gy and the dose rate was
0.41 Gy/min, as determined by ionising chamber and
Fricke dosimetry. The effects of irradiation on cell viability, morphology and genomic DNA structure were
determined 2-, 24-, 48-,72- and 96 h after irradiation.
Cell preparation
Medium from each bottle was collected, cells
were harvested by trypsinization (3 mL trypsine per
bottle) and pooled with the medium. Cells were
washed twice in PBS and pelleted at 1500 rpm for 10
min at room temperature. Samples were used for trypan blue assay, flow cytometry, in situ DNA staining,
or for electrophoretical analysis of purified genomic
DNA.
Flow cytometry and In situ
fluorescent microscopy
Approximately 105 cells of each sample were
mixed with 100 mL of Annexin V-FITC reagent (containing 5 mL/mL Annexin V-FITC and 5 mg/mL propidium iodide), mixed and incubated at room temperature for 15 minutes in dark and then diluted with 400
mL of binding buffer. In order to detect radiation-induced cell death multiparameter measurement of the
cell sample was performed using a Becton-Dickinson
FACScan flow cytometer with 488 nm, 15 mW argonion laser. Forward and side light scattering and staininduced fluorescence at two different wavelengths
(530 nm, green and 640 nm, red) were simultaneously measured from each cell. The forward scatter (FSC)
signal is proportional to the cell size, whereas the side
scatter (SSC) signal is proportional to cellular granularity. Using these two parameters it was possible to
discriminate HeLa cells from cell debri for data acquisition. Staining of the cells with Annexin V-FITC
(Annexin) permitted identification of cells in early apoptosis, while staining of the cells with Annexin and propidium iodide (PI) permitted quantification of cells in
the late apoptosis and necrosis. Data were acquired
immediately after staining by analysing about 20,000
cells/sample. The data were further processed by
Becton Dickinson LYSIS II software.
For in situ DNA staining and fluorescent microscopy, cells were stained with 0.62 mmol/L propidium
iodide and 0.33 mmol/L spermin tetrachloride and
incubated for 5 minutes in dark. Stained cells in several optical fields were analysed and photographed at
400× magnification using Reichert Zetopan fluorescence microscope as already described (13).
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Cells were incubated in one volume of digestion
buffer for 2 h at 50 °C, followed by the addition of proteinase K and digestion was continued overnight. DNA
was deproteinised using the phenol/chloroform/isoamil-alcohol reagent, for three times. The aqueous
layer was transferred to a new tube and precipitated
with one volume of isopropanol and 1/10 volume of
ammonium acetate overnight at 4 °C. The DNA pellet
was washed three times with ice-cold 95% ethanol and
dried at room temperature. The final DNA pellet was
resuspended in 20 mL TE buffer and the concentration
of DNA was determined spectrophotometrically. Electrophoresis of 4’10 mg of each DNA sample, was carried out for 90 min at 50 V at 4 °C on 2% agarose gel
containing 0.1 mg/mL ethidium bromide. Gels were
photographed under UV transillumination using Polaroid 667 film or GelDoc apparatus.
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Analysis of cell growth and spontaneous
cell death in culture
HeLa S3 cell growth and spontaneous cell death
in culture were determined for the same time intervals
and at the same cell densities that were subsequently
used in cell irradiation experiments (cca 104 ’ 2 × 105
cells/cm2). Cell growth, viability and morphology were
monitored for 8 consecutive days and the results are
shown in Figure 1. Several days post plating were necessary to reach the log phase of cell growth, which
occurred between 4th and 8th day of cell growth. The
confluence was reached on the 8th day post plating, at
the cell density of cca 170 × 103 cells/cm2. Further
incubation led to the decrease in cell number (not
shown). The analysis of morphological features of
HeLa S3 cells by TB assay showed that approximately
5 ’10% of all cells were TB positive at all cellular densities. The similar result was obtained by propidium
iodide (PI) staining, which is excluded from the cells
with intact plasma membranes (14). The TB positive
cells are either in the late stage of apoptosis or die by
necrosis, according to morphological criteria.
To distinguish between those two possibilities,
we analysed the fragmentation pattern of cellular DNA
for days 5, 6, 7 and 8 post plating on 2% agarose gel
(Figure 2). Fragmentation of HeLa S3 cell DNA to a
high molecular size (≥8 Kb) was visible at all time
points analysed, but the internucleosomal ladder was
not seen. The apoptotic process in epithelial cells may
not always be followed by internucleosomal fragmentation, but rather with the appearance of large DNA
fragments (15). However, a slight DNA smear containing DNA fragments with molecular sizes of cca 0.1’ 8
Kb was evident on the days 7 and 8, and it may indicate the process of necrosis which occurred with prolonged incubation in culture (8).
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Figure 1. Growth and viability of HeLa S3 cells after
different time in culture. Total cells number (squares),
viable cells (circles), TB positive cells (triangles).
Error bars present standard error of the mean of
4 to10 measurements for each experimental point.
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Figure 2. Agarose gel electrophoresis of DNA from
HeLa S3 cells cultured for different times. Lane S:
DNA standard molecular size markers, lanes 5’ 8:
DNA extracted from cells maintained in culture
for 5, 6, 7 and 8 days, respectively.
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Radiation-induced cell death analysis
by flow cytometry
The effects of 60Co gamma-irradiation on HeLa
S3 cell viability, morphology and genomic DNA structure were followed 2-, 24-, 48-, 72- and 96 h after irradiation with 2-, 5- and 10 Gy. Multiparameter measurements of the cell samples stained with Annexin VFITC and propidium iodide were performed using a
Becton-Dickinson FACScan flow cytometer. The typical cytometric result is presented as in Figure 3, which
shows the scatter-plots of the control and 10 Gy irradiated HeLa S3 cells stained with Annexin V-FITC and
PI. The number of dots in each quadrant represent
cells in different states e.g. (a) viable cells, (b) cells in
early apoptosis, (c) cells in late apoptosis or necrotic
cells, and (d) necrotic cells and cell aggregates.
The cytometric data obtained from 20,000 cells
of each 60Co gamma-irradiated cell sample were processed by Becton Dickinson LYSIS II software and by
Origin 6.1 software. The results of evaluation of cells
in different states, such as (a) viable cells, (b) cells in
early apoptosis, (c) cells in late apoptosis or necrotic
cells, are presented in Table I (a –c) and Figure 4
(a – f). Six to eight measurements was performed for
each experimental point.
As it may be observed from Table I-a and Figure
4 a - c, cell viability of the control samples which was

usually 90 ’95%, decreased with the increase in the
radiation dose and with the period of culturing. Thus,
24 ’ 48 h after irradiation, the decrease of viability was
cca 1’ 4%, and after 72h the viability dropped by cca
25%, i.e. only cca 43% of the cells were viable 72h
after 10 Gy irradiation.
The 60Co gamma-irradiation also induced changes in integrity of HeLaS3 cell membrane as well as in
the cell morphology. With the increase in the radiation
dose (Table I- b), the percentage of cells in the state of
early apoptosis increased for cca 1% during the first
day post-treatment. The highest increase in the number of apoptotic cells was observed 48h after irradiation with 5 Gy, when cca. 3 % of cells were affected.
The increase in number of PI positive cells in late
apoptosis or necrosis, was also observed with increase
in the radiation dose (Table I- c, Figure 4 d- f). However, during the first 2 h and 24 h post-treatment this
increase was not markedly pronounced i.e. only 1’ 2 %
of the cells were affected. After 72 h post-treatment,
the number of necrotic cells was markedly increased,
namely cca. 24 –34 % of PI positive cells over the control, was observed at the dose of 5 –10 Gy.
The in situ PI staining of irradiated cells showed
the presence of still viable cells (Figure 5 -a) which
excluded the dye, due to intact plasma membrane.
Some cells showed morphological features typical of

Table I Flow cytometry distribution of HeLa S3 cells after 60Co gamma-irradiation
calculated as means ± S.E.M of 6 ’ 8 samples
a. Viable cells

Control

% after 2 h

% after 24 h

% after 48 h

% after 72 h

% after 96 h

93.09 ± 0.84

92.97 ± 0.51

92.81 ± 1.17

82.73 ± 1.75

72.26 ± 5.87

2 Gy

94.66 ± 0.93

92.35 ± 1.11

89.31 ± 2.20

71.94 ± 5.99

65.88 ± 0.58

5 Gy

95.00 ± 0.80

91.57 ± 1.90

88.09 ± 1.81

61.79 ± 5.59

49.05 ± 0.78

10 Gy

93.58 ± 0.72

93.15 ± 0.80

86.99 ± 2.45

56.94 ± 7.02

26.69 ± 7.10

b. Early apoptosis
% after 2 h

% after 24 h

% after 48 h

% after 72 h

% after 96 h

Control

1.67 ± 0.17

1.93 ± 0.19

1.25 ± 0.27

1.68 ± 0.42

1.56 ± 0.90

2 Gy

1.86 ± 0.33

2.08 ± 0.33

3.03 ± 0.83

1.69 ± 0.34

0.88 ± 0.15

5 Gy

1.29 ± 0.14

2.51 ± 0.63

3.17 ± 0.80

2.84 ± 1.40

1.30 ± 0.16

10 Gy

1.72 ± 0.29

2.70 ± 0.42

2.26 ± 0.69

2.50 ± 0.66

1.52 ± 0.51

c. Late apoptosis or necrosis
% after 2 h

% after 24 h

% after 48 h

% after 72 h

% after 96 h

Control

4.38 ± 0.75

4.82 ± 0.47

4.78 ± 0.49

15.93 ± 1.90

27.08 ± 6.05

2 Gy

3.49 ± 0.63

5.18 ± 0.92

5.92 ± 0.50

21.07 ± 3.23

33.24 ± 0.56

5 Gy

3.81 ± 0.64

5.91 ± 1.56

8.61 ± 2.00

40.01 ± 1.48

49.65 ± 0.72

10 Gy

4.84 ± 1.06

4.44 ± 0.85

10.41 ± 2.51

50.51 ± 2.21

71.79 ± 6.61
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Figure 3. Flow cytometry scatter-plots of the control
and 60Co g-irradiated HeLa S3 cells. The dots in
quadrants represent: (a) viable cells, (b) cells in early
apoptosis, (c) cells in late apoptosis or necrotic cells,
and (d) necrotic cells and cell aggregates.
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Figure 5. Fluoromicrographs of HeLa S3 cells stained
in situ with propidium iodide after 60Co g-irradiation.
Viable cells (a), apoptotic cells (b, c), necrotic cells (d, e),
and cell agglomerates (f).
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Figure 4. Time course of percent changes in HeLa S3
cell viability and death after 60Co g-irradiation.
Viable cells (upper panel), or late apoptotic/necrotic cells
(lower panel). The control samples in all panels are
presented with squares and full line; samples irradiated
with 2 Gy are presented with circles and dotted line
(a and d); 5 Gy (triangles, and dotted lines, b and
e); 10 Gy (diamonds, and dotted line, c and f).
Error bars represent standard error of the mean
of 6 to 8 measurements for each experimental point.

apoptosis, such as cell membrane blabbing and fragmentation of DNA to apoptotic bodies (Figure 5-b,
and 5-c). However, some cell morphology patterns
resembled cell necrosis i.e. swelled cytoplasma, ruptured membranes etc. (Figure 5-d and 5-e). In some
cases cell aggregates were observed, resembling
structures described as mitotic catastrophe (16).
Electrophoretic analysis of purified
genomic DNA from irradiated cells
The genomic DNA from control and irradiated
samples, including attached and floating cells, was
analysed on 2% agarose gel containing 0.1 mg/mL
ethidium bromide. As it may be observed in Figure 6
the initial fragmentation of HeLa S3 cell DNA to a high
molecular size band (≥ 8 Kb) was visible in the control
samples, and its intensity gradually increased with the
time in culture (2 ’ 96 h, lanes 0). The fragmentation
was similar as the one observed in the HeLa S3 cell
growth curve study (Figure 2), and in the case of 96 h
sample, further degradation was also observed. In the
case of irradiated samples the fragmentation of HeLa
S3 cell DNA to a high molecular size band (≥ 8 Kb)
was more pronounced even after 2h and smaller fragments (< 1 Kb) appeared. Their intensity increased
with the dose (2 ’10 Gy), and was the most pronounced 72h after irradiation. However, the most
interesting result was obtained 96 hours post irradiation, when, the large ≥ 8 Kb DNA fragment was further degraded to cca 1.5 Kb and cca 0.7 Kb fragments. It correlated well with the highest percent of
dead cells obtained by cytometry (Table I-c).
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Discussion
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Figure 6. Agarose gel analysis of genomic DNA
extracted from 60Co g-irradiated HeLa S3 cells. Lanes S:
DNA standard molecular size markers; lanes 0 –10:
genomic DNA pattern of samples irradiated with 0, 2-,
5- or 10 Gy, isolated after the time indicated above
(2-, 24-, 48-, 72-, or 96 hours, respectively).

Epitheloid carcinoma of uterine cervix is one of
the most frequent malignancies in human population
(17, 18). It is usually treated surgically in combination
with subsequent radiation therapy with the aim to
achieve complete eradication of the tumour (19, 20).
It is well established that ionising radiation causes
complex chemical and biological changes within the
irradiated cell, with the final result that is highly dependent on the radiation dose applied. Thus, the irradiation with clinically relevant doses may lead to either
mitotic inactivation, rendering cells incapable of further divisions (1), or may cause the actual cell death
either by apoptosis or necrosis (8 ’10). While the cell
proliferative arrest may enable tumour size control, the
more preferable outcome of radiation therapy is actual cell death and complete eradication of the tumour.
In addition to that, apoptosis is more favourable form
of cell death, as massive necrosis may give rise to
undesired post irradiation sickness and tissue fibrosis.
Consequently, it is of clinical interest to know the number of tumour cells actually killed at each radiation
dose and the form of cell death induced under the
chosen set of conditions.
In this paper, we have quantified and classified
spontaneous and 60Co radiation-induced death of
HeLa S3 cells derived from human uterine cervix epitheloid carcinoma. The growth curve of HeLa S3 cells
shows sigmoid-like shape, with the population doubling time about 24 h, in accordance with the data
previously reported by Altman (1). The culture reache
confluence at the density of 180 × 103 cells/cm2,
which is close to the plateau density reported for the
original HeLa cell clone by Freshney (21). The viability
of HeLa S3 cells is cca 83’93 % for the log phase of
growth, and 72% for the plateau region, which is
somewhat below the values reported by the ATTC pro-

ducer (12). Also, the number of propidium iodide (PI)
positive HeLa S3 cells increase from 5% to cca 25 %
with the culturing time, indicating that certain number
of cells was dying spontaneously in vitro. The respective profile of the genomic DNA, reveals that initial
DNA fragmentation to a high molecular size (≥ 8 Kb)
occurrs on days 5 ’ 8 post plating. According to the literature, the formation of 300 kb DNA fragments (corresponding to chromatin rosettes) and the rapid cleavage of these fragments into 50 kb solenoid fragments
(corresponding to chromatin loops), may be among
the earliest events in the apoptotic process (15, 22).
Further degradation of these fragments into smaller
oligonucleosomal fragments is not considered to be
essential for the apoptotic process (15, 22). Under
some other conditions, such as cell starvation, or
treatment by antitumour drugs, internucleosomal ladder is also seen in HeLa cells (22). Under our experimental conditions the DNA fragment ≥ 8 Kb is not
further degraded with time, and does not show internucleosomal ladder. Instead, a smear like pattern is
observed, along with the concomitant slight decrease
in cell viability. Taken together these observations
show a slight cell culture deterioration with time and
the DNA smear is taken as an indication of secondary
necrosis (8, 22).
Bearing in mind the results of the cell growth
experiment, all cell irradiation experiments are performed starting with cell density of cca 5 × 104 cells/cm2.
Cells are irradiated with 2’10 Gy from 60Co-source at
the dose rate of 0.41 Gy/min. The dose range is chosen based on the local tumour control dose for squamous cell carcinoma, which is reported to be 60 ’70
Gy and which tends to be administered in 2 Gy portions (23). The irradiated HeLa S3 cell cultures is followed for four consecutive days i.e. through approximately three proliferation cycles. The data obtained by
the flow-cytometric analysis of 20,000 cells/sample of
60Co-irradiated HeLaS3 show significant decrease in
cell viability both with the increase in radiation dose
and with the incubation time. In overall, the process
seems rather slow, and the maximum of cca 25 ’ 45%
of radiation-induced cell death is observed with the
doses of 5 Gy and 10 Gy after 72h and 96 h. The number of Annexin-positive/PI-negative cells, i.e. cells in
early apoptosis, is rather low at all time points studied,
and reaches maximum of 3% two days after irradiation
with doses of 2’5 Gy. However, 35% to 45% of cells
irradiated with 10 Gy are found in the flow cytometry
quadrant corresponding to the late apoptosis and/or
necrosis. The genomic DNA analysis of the samples
indicates that the initial DNA fragmentation to band(s)
≥ 8 Kb which is dominant during the first two days
post irradiation, is followed by a pronounced degradation through a smear like pattern of DNA fragments of
the size range 0.1’1 Kb. The process is even more
pronounced 96h after irradiation, when the ≥ 8 Kb
DNA fragment is further degraded through a smear
like pattern, giving rise to two other DNA bands at cca
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1 Kb and 3 Kb. The fluorescent microscopy of PI
stained cells indicate that the most frequent morphological feature of stained cells is swelling, membrane
lyses and the release of intracellular constituents.
Taken together, the flow cytometry data, the
analysis of genomic DNA, and fluorescent microscopy
of PI stained HeLa S3 cells, suggest that the prevailing
form of 60Co radiation-induced cell death is necrosis.
It occurres after 72’96 h in 50% of cells irradiated with
the radiation dose of cca 7 Gy. The results of genomic DNA fragmentation and of HeLa cells morphology,
are in quantitative agreement with the results of Bernhard (24), with the exception of the cell death form. In
our study we use Annexin staining to distinguish the
early apoptotic process, from the late apoptosis and
necrosis. Only about 3% of apoptotic cells are detected, indicating that under certain conditions HeLa cells
may still undergo apoptosis. Such conditions are starvation (22), or low-dose and low-dose-rate irradiation
(25, 26). Thus, dependent on the conditions, irradiat-
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ed HeLa S3 cells die by either of the two processes, like
reported for 9 other cervical carcinoma cell lines by
Sheridan (27). The observation may be explained with
the fact that some HeLa cells express human papilloma virus E6 protein known to cause p53 degradation,
which may compromise radiation induced apoptotic
response (28).
It is of importance to note that gamma-radiation
dose which killed 50% of irradiated cells (defined as
death dose 50%, DD50) was at least twice higher compared to the dose that inhibits proliferation in 50% of
cells (LD50) and which is 1.75 Gy to 3 Gy (29 ’31). Our
in vitro data suggest, that the increase in radiation
dose may eradicate tumour cells, rather than just control their proliferation and growth.
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CITOMETRIJSKA ANALIZA SMRTI HELA S3 ]ELIJA INDUKOVANE GAMA ZRA^ENJEM
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Kratak sadr`aj: Pra}ene su promene u vijabilnosti, morfolo{kim karakteristikama i DNK strukturi HeLa S3
}elija karcinoma cerviksa humanog uterusa, 2’96 ~asova nakon ozra~ivanja dozama od 2’10 Gy iz 60Co izvora
gama zra~enja. Bojenje }elija Aneksin V-FITC-om i propidijum jodidom pokazalo je veoma nizak nivo apoptoze
indukovane zra~enjem. Dominantna forma smrti HeLa S3 }elija po rezultatima citometrije, morfolo{kim karakteristikama i na~inu fragmentacije DNK, bila je nekroza. Doza gama zra~enja koja izaziva }elijsku smrt kod 50%
}elija posmatrane populacije (ozna~ena kao DD50) bila je dva puta ve}a od doze zra~enja koja inhibira deobu kod
50% }elija (ozna~ena kao LD50). Ovi in vitro podaci pokazuju da pove}anje doze zra~enja mo`e ubiti maligne
}elije, a ne samo kontrolisati njihov rast.
Klju~ne re~i: gama zra~enje, }elijska smrt, HeLa }elije, citometrija, fragmentacija DNK
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